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experience of introduction to local residents with indubitably
English names who cannot speak a word of English or,
stranger still, pronounce it with the unmistakable intonation
of the River Plate. For three generations in the Argentine
are apt to leave their traces. Some families—all honour to
them—have patiently preserved their Anglo-Saxon tone in
the surrounding ocean of Criollos. Others, no less worthy of
respect, have merged completely in the background of
Argentina, and no trace of British origin survives except an
unexpected surname and an intermittent throwback in the
cast of a great-grandson's features. When the flood-gates
of Ireland were flung open, a rich stream of emigration poured
up the River Plate; and the Porteno Irish ofl'er a delicious
combination of Andalusia with County Cork, The name
remains; but when someone at the door announces " Sefior
Patricio O'Flanagan," a Spanish gentleman appears.
But in its second phase the British invasion of Argentina
brought more than new elements to the population.   It
was—-it still remains—a nation of stockbreeders, where
polished gentlemen in evening dress discuss the price of
beef across the shaded lights of dinner-tables; and four-
footed immigrants from England have made a great con-
tribution to the prosperity of Argentina.   The shire-horse
and the Southdown sheep, the Shorthorn and the Hereford
were all British subjects who became highly useful citizens;
and in an Argentine Valhalla I am not sure that Suffolk
Punch and Aberdeen Angus would not fill a loftier pedestal
than any President.   The country's debt to a long line of
British estancieros is deep indeed; and year by year slow-
spoken men from English cattle-shows travel out to judge
competing monsters in the Rural at Buenos Aires, grandsons
of emigrants from English fields munching comfortably
somewhere south of the Equator,
A more formidable British invasion appeared in the early
years of railway construction. Without a line of rails the
vast distances of Argentina were condemned to poverty and
isolation. The Pampa was a Sleeping Beauty, waiting in

